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Prologue

The most remotely erotic thing to occur 
Remotely connected to me since I was 
Seventeen and dip-kissed over a candle 
Until my hair caught fire happened tonight 
When my little black poodle whipped 
My black bra about the apartment with 
Such naughty ebullience that she threw up.

As I dabbed with paper towels at the bilious 
Remains of  my dog’s dinner spritzed with
Bio-active stain and odor remover, I thought 
It is time to break up with loneliness.

I wanted a life with someone,
Loneliness kept following me, so a life with
Loneliness then. I might not have thrived without
Loneliness, might not have seized on the sight of  

Pelicans surfing a curl of  air, ecstasy of  glyphs, 
None of  that flocking purpose for me, I don’t pretend to
Believe any bird made emblem for ease has it easy, 
Only that none of  them has decided badly,
None so encumbered. If  anything I’ve learned that to make 
Something with nothing is a debacle, is to become 
Sick with stars. The river ice is breaking elsewhere. 

Geese arrived at sunset at frantic speeds, blown in, 
A good run but hard braking. All day I invented a way 
To go back in time five minutes, for when you’ve gone 
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Wrong, know it immediately, need to do over, 
Or when you walked right past your beloved whom you’ve 
Not yet met. We so easily lose that much. 
Think how haltingly we get. 

Right there and we don’t see it. The river. 
The river! Beloved, what if  you’ve been there all this time? 
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Even mine, as I unlace my jesses, 

Is that wild lure
In the way the eagle, 
Caught by the creance, 
Turned away 
From the only one who could help 
And—unerring, swift—
Was hung upside down. 
In the way the eagle, 
Just hanging there
Despite talon, beak—
Without flight, and so without identity—
Answered yes to all. 
Trusting—through the line—the lure 
Wild, flight 
From loss to reach, 
Only ah 
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At first, only awe. Now I see a little.

Yesterday, a turkey yanking a perch 
From the river, a flicker in ground needles 
Rustling ants, swallows slipping from bluff  to bank. 
I followed a fish by its wake. I imagined 
Everything as your harbingers, come 
To compose harbor in me. 

Matisse said, there are always flowers for those 
Who want to see them. Like a schoolgirl, I saw 
Hearts everywhere—in petals, of  course, and leaves,
The shapes of  rocks and bark bits, designs in moss, 
And the contours of  joined trees. Among the trees,
In dusk, it may have been a deer breathing,
Or, I saw you yesterday.
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I saw you yesterday 

         when the checkout guy asked, 
“Did you find everything okay?” and I said, “Yes—

It’s all about managing your expectations, right?”
And he laughed with me, then fell silent,
Passed several more items over the scanner. 
To himself, he said, “That’s really big.”

It was your delight and your thoughtfulness I saw 
That made me believe for an evening what you do 
Always believe, that we are here for all of  us 
Never know who will say the thing we need to hear, or how 

We might be a light for another, even if  a firefly.
The fireflies in the forest are even more unpredictable 
Than those in the fields and ditches—you can’t 
Try to see them. That made me think of  you, too,

How I have been trying to see you, and also 
Not trying, in case that was better. Yet, you appear 
Only in flashes in others. Beloved, 
I am a clearing. You are my deer. 


